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We are at the verge of our expected June-July bottom period for this year.
The stock market has gone up a bit more this month, but momentum is waning.
So it would probably come as no surprise if we see some new downside action going forward.

Here is the FPF prediction chart for the Nasdaq in 2009.
More predictions charts for other markets, stocks, indices and commodities are available to the registered users of our FPF
software program:

(Predictive chart made with FPF 1.1 software, available at http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php)

Nasdaq
Current level: 1850
Nasdaq has stayed strong this month and reached above 1850 level.
While we may still touch the 1900 in the next week or so, I would take the profits if you haven't done so yet.
Looking for a drop towards 1500-1600 level.
By July we will start looking for a possible buying opportunity again.

Here is our updated prediction chart for Nasdaq:

Gold
Current level for XAU index: 150
Unfortunately our buy target at 110 on the XAU index was not reached and gold stocks have shot up already.
This market is now likely to continue upward from here, so you can use any dip in prices to take some positions.
Anything below 130 is a good entry level.

Here is the updated chart:

Euro - US Dollar
Current level: 1.42
Also the Euro has gone higher against our expectation.
Still looking for a bottom and buying opportunity by next August-September.
So wait and see at what prices we can get in by then.

Here is the prediction chart:

Crude Oil
Current level for USO: 37.4
Our expected rally in oil prices is now well underway.
Up more than 20% in one month.
We are just short of the $40 target we stated last month.
You can hold on a bit longer here, as we may jump towards $50, but would take profits before August.
Then wait and try to re-enter at lower prices again.
Side note: some readers have written us that USO etf is not a very good way to profit from rising oil prices.
This is true.
If you can afford it then trading oil futures contracts may offer you better returns.
You can also consider the DBO etf, which is also tied to oil prices but seems to do slightly better than USO.
With some brokers you can also trade oil CFDs (contract of difference).

Here is the updated chart:

Four Pillars Finance software - Free trial download
For more detailed daily prediction charts you are welcome to download the Four Pillars Finance 1.1
software on our site : http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php
The program calculates the Chinese cycles and shows you in advance the best days , months or
years to buy or sell stocks, gold, bonds, currencies, commodities...
No experience in Chinese astrology is needed in order to use this program.
****
If you want to receive our next monthly outlook in your mailbox, please subscribe to the free
Newsletter on our site: http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/newsl.php
You are welcome to forward this free newsletter to anyone who is interested.
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